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APPELLATE ORDER AND GROUNDS OF DECISION
The appeal filed against the assessment order of State Tax Officer,

2nd Circle, Alappuzha, Order No.32040664749/2013-14 dated.10.07.2018.
The  assessment  completed  based  on  irregularities  found  on  KVATIS
scrutiny.  The defects found were unaccounted purchases and excess IPT
claim. The assessing authority estimated to added back 10% gross profit
for  the  above  purchase  suppression,  added  equal  amount  for  probable
omission and suppression and also disallowed the IPT claim. Against the
order, the dealer defend the case on the following grounds.

1. The appellant is a Parntership firm, registered dealer under KVAT &
CST Acts on the rolls the State Tax Officer, 2nd Circle, Alappuzha with
TIN  No.32040664749  and  a  wholesale  dealer  in  white  goods
without a show room.

2. The assessment for 2013-14 was finally completed U/s.25(1) of the
KVAT Act alleging two reasons by the assessing authority that:-

I. (a) The  seller,  B  &  B  Traders  bearing  TIN  No.32041275592
uploaded his tax invoice 1973 dated.17.02.2013 for Rs.32,022-70 +
tax Rs.4,643-29 during  the month February  2013,  whereas it  was
not accounted by the appellant during the year 2013-14 (01.04.2013



to  31.03.2014),  (b) another  invoice  1999  dated.21.02.2013  for
Rs.69,463-74 + tax Rs.10,072-24 has been not accounted during the
year  2013-14  which  were  assessed  by  adding  10%  Gross  Profit
thereon and equal addition for probable omissions and suppressions
and levied tax @ 14.5% with interest. The request of the appellant to
cross  examine  counterpart  seller  was  also  denied  and  blindly
believed that details available in KVATIS as true and correct.  Those
bills  are  relating  to    the  previous    year    2012-13    and  never
reflected   in the purchases   uploaded   during the year   2013-14. For
the sole reason, levy of tax on additional turnover of Rs.2,23,270/- is
liable to be deleted.
2. Appellant purchased goods from registered dealers on payment of
tax in Form 8 tax invoices and the consideration were paid through
bank. It is the allegation that sellers dealers had not uploaded 4 tax
invoices and therefore IPT claim of Rs.18,753/- disallowed. Such an
action  without  detecting  actual  culprit  by  conducting  enquiry  or
cross  examination  is  highly  arbitrary  and  illegal.  The  ratio
decidendi  declared    by  the  Hon’ble  Supreme  Court    in  Special
Leave  to    Appeal    (SLA)  No.  36750/2017 dated.  10.01.2018 in  the
Commissioner    of  Trade  and  Taxes  Vs    Arise  India    Limited    is
binding   to all under Article   141 of the Constitution of   India which
is applicable   in this case.  Hence, disallowance of IPT credit for the
reason that the selling dealer uploaded the sales in KVATIS is not a
reason to disallow IPT credit claim, which is liable to be deleted.

3. The assessing authority has demanded interest on assessed tax from
the  end  of  the  relevant  assessment  year  from  01.04.2014  to
31.07.2018 for a period of 51 months @ 1% per month i.e., 51% of
the  tax  liability  fixed.  The  impugned  assessment  was  passed  on
10.07.2018  and  served  it  on  21.07.2018.  Hence,  liability  to  pay
interest  arises  only  after  expiry  of  time  specified  in  the  demand
notice and not from the end of the assessment year U/s.31 (5) of the
KVAT  Act,  which  is  reiterated  by  the  jurisdictional  Hon’ble  High
Court of Kerala in Hotel Doubloon Vs Assistant Commissioner &
Others (2014) 12 KTR 358 (Ker) and Hon’ble Supreme Court in
Bhai Jaspal Sing & Another Vs The Assistant Commissioner  &



Others (2011) 19 KTR 255 (SC) and therefore demand of interest
as per assessment order is liable to be deleted.
In  the  above  circumstances,  it  is  prayed  that  the  appeal  may  be
allowed with a direction to modify impugned assessment within a
time limit to be fixed in the interest of equity and justice.
Sri.V.  Devananda  Narasimham,  Advocate,  appeared  and  heard  the

case and argued based on grounds of appeal.
Heard the case.  On going through the records,  it  is  noted that  in

the  impugned  order  passed  by  the  assessing  authority,  substantiate
claim  was allowed based  on  the  records  produced  before  him.  For  the
remaining alleged defects noted in the assessment order,  the authorized
representative/appellant has not produced substantiate evidences to prove
the the alleged defects at the time of hearing. Hence I am not interfere with
this  portion  of  assessment.  However  the  addition  adopted  in  the
assessment order is a little high, hence it is reduced to 50% of the same.
Other points are not considered in the absence of records/evidences. The
assessing  authority  is  directed to  modify  the  order as  discussed  above.
Order accordingly.

Result: Modified
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